Differences in growth factor sensitivity between primary and transformed murine cell cultures revealed by BrdU/Hoechst flow cytometry.
Spontaneous cell transformation is a common feature of all murine cell cultures grown in vitro for extended periods of time. During early passages, these cultures show either progressively reduced growth or complete cessation of growth; after such a 'crisis' they display increasing growth rates and unlimited lifespan. Here we use a novel bromodeoxyuridine/Hoechst flow-cytometric technique to examine the growth response of diploid and transformed cells of the murine species Micromys minutus under a variety of growth conditions. After spontaneous transformation, growth factor exposure results in increased G0/G1 cell recruitment and higher growth rates than shown by the nontransformed diploid cell fraction. Despite clonal heterogeneity, this difference is seen at all fetal calf serum (FCS) concentrations, although it is most pronounced with low serum. Epidermal growth factor and insulin are shown to act synergistically and promote growth equal to exposures of transformed cultures to 10% FCS. The observed differences in growth factor response between diploid and aneuploid cells could explain the reported lack of a classical growth crisis in growth factor-supplemented media during the spontaneous in vitro transformation of primary cell cultures.